HELLO ALL!
I hope your Summer is going smashingly well. It is a joy to have you all as part of the studio and
working with you is the highlight of my days!
Our dear teaching assistant Maxwell has moved on, and he is sorely missed by all. Thank you for
all of your support these past weeks and for loving on Max each visit all these years! He loved
his studio time and each of you more than anything!
As of August 2022, Breathe Speak Sing Vocal Studio will begin operating on a 3 week per month
session schedule, a change from the current 4 week schedule.
Attached you will find the schedule for the rest of the 2022 calendar year.
Please note that the AUGUST schedule has the three week period at the front of the month and
then moving forward, the final three weeks of the month, giving me a vacation the end of
August through beginning of September.
The price across the board for PRE-PAID monthly will be : 225.USD
This is the current 2022 price of 80 per session, with a 15 dollar discount for paying at the
beginning of the month. Some students have been operating on much earlier rates, and this
may be a small increase for you, but some of those rates date back to 2016 and I must make
sure I stay current. However the increase in minimal, and non-existent for more current
students. Please note, studio rates have been very constant and unchanging for some time and
this is a necessary increase for me to keep the studio running. With the discount the rate is now
75./ per session, the previous 2022 price was 67.50 . Thanks!!
Hopefully the new schedule allows my very active students to have a breather for other
projects and activities each month and will re-energize you when returning to the studio each
month!
Also, please note that all session times are tuition based and with very few exceptions sessions
cannot be made up at a later time. I will make every effort to make up sessions when illness is
involved. That said, all make up sessions must fall between the hours of 1pm and 6pm on MonThurs STUDIO SCHEDULE ONLY. Thank you.
Bryan

